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Abstract:
In the name of God Amen, Philip E. Vass of Halifax County, Virginia, wrote on 8 August 1831,
being of sound mind and disposing Memory, Calling to reflection the Mortality of my body &
being desirous to dispose of My Earthly possessions; do ordain this to be my Last Will and
Testament. Historians have analyzed many aspects of slavery and the law, including
manumissions at various times in different locations, the attitudes of southern appellate judges
toward slaves as people as well as property, the statutory protections of slaves' "rights" in
criminal cases, and even the ability of slaves to manipulate the legal system for their own benefit
and to enlist the assistance of whites.5 But less has been done to investigate these questions at
the county court level, especially concerning a single group of blacks over an extended period of
time.
Article:
In the name of God Amen," Philip E. Vass of Halifax County, Virginia, wrote on 8 August 1831,
"being of sound mind and disposing Memory, Calling to reflection the Mortality of my body &
being desirous to dispose of My Earthly possessions; do ordain this to be my Last Will and
Testament." Unmarried and without children, Vass left his land-including his interest in a farm
owned by his late father, Philip Vass the Elder, in Rockingham County, North Carolina-and
personal items to his nieces, nephews, sisters, and brother. "My Wish and desire is that my two
Servants, Mary and Jacob," he continued, "and all my Interest in the undivided Servants
belonging to my fathers Estate, be Emancipated and that the Sum of Two thousand dollars, be
appropriated out of any Moneys, belonging to my Estate to purchase in the State of North
Carolina a tract of land." It should be of good quality, worth at least four or five dollars per acre,
and not less than 250 acres nor more than 300 acres in size. "My wish and desire is for them to
build out of Good Oak logs, three logs above joist, with Cabbin Rough well covered with Good
Slabs," a dwelling house; if it were necessary to construct a second dwelling, it should be
situated not less than between two and three hundred yards from the original building. "My Wish
& desire is that my Negroes be furnished with Two Good Work horses and the Necessary
plantation tools to Make a Crop with, & two good Milk Cows, Meat & corn for the first year." If
either of his slaves became "Roguish," or a nuisance in the community, he or she should escheat
to the Commonwealth of Virginia and be transported out of the country to Liberia. It was also his
wish that none of the freed slaves should ever have the right to sell or dispose of the land.1

Vass felt especially close to this small group of slaves who had served his father and him for a
number of years. He appointed his father's long-time friend, Halifax tobacco planter Isaac
Medley, Sr., as executor of his estate; and he asked Medley to designate thirty-nine-year-old
James Young, a close friend, to supervise the relocation of the freed slaves. Following his death,
Vass directed, Young should hire a "White Man Workman" to accompany his freed male slaves
to North Carolina. Together they would build the dwelling described in his will. The women and
children should be hired out, and the proceeds from their hires should be turned over to the
estate. In the year following Vass's death, Young should settle all of the manumitted slaves in
North Carolina.2
Two weeks after Vass wrote his will, and less than one hundred miles to the east, the largest
slave revolt in United States history erupted. Nat Turner, leading a small band of slaves, moved
across the countryside in Southampton County, Virginia, killing men, women, and children.
Although the revolt was quickly suppressed and Turner and most of his followers hanged, the
South would never be the same. By the time Vass died the next year, the atmosphere was
charged with fear, anxiety, and suspicion. The events that unfolded for the Vass slaves during the
next nearly three decades need to be placed in a context of what might be called the postTurner
era.3
Historians have for many years considered the Nat Turner revolt a watershed in southern and
indeed American history. Following the revolt, whites in Virginia and elsewhere looked upon
their slaves differently than they had before, believing that even the most seemingly loyal blacks
might in fact be plotting an insurrection. Slaveholders tightened plantation rules, increased
patrols, strengthened surveillance in towns and cities, and enacted a series of laws to ensure
better control of their black charges. Although they had viewed "outsiders" from the North with
suspicion before the revolt, afterward Yankees became even more suspect. During the 1840s and
1850s, as sectional hostility increased to a fever pitch, whites felt that greater control should be
exerted over the slave population. There were, of course, divisions within Virginia on a number
of issues relating to economic, political, and cultural matters, but most whites in the state were of
one mind when it came to the peculiar institution and the place of blacks in southern society.
They opposed the growth of a free black population and supported the southern position in
defense of slavery on such political issues as the Wilmot Proviso in 1846, the Kansas-Nebraska
Act of 1854, and John Brown's raid at Harpers Ferry in 1859.4
What happened to a small group of slaves in a Southside county during the post-Turner era in
one sense tells us only about a unique set of circumstances. At the same time, the narrative that
follows offers an opportunity to understand better the workings of the local court system with
regard to slavery. Historians have analyzed many aspects of slavery and the law, including
manumissions at various times in different locations, the attitudes of southern appellate judges
toward slaves as people as well as property, the statutory protections of slaves' "rights" in
criminal cases, and even the ability of slaves to manipulate the legal system for their own benefit
and to enlist the assistance of whites.5 But less has been done to investigate these questions at
the county court level, especially concerning a single group of blacks over an extended period of
time. Did the superior court judge in Halifax County adhere to a commitment to "fairness and
formalism" that was apparent among appellate judges? Were the whites who supported the Vass
slaves motivated by feelings of humanity and concern for their well being? What were the

attitudes of the slaves toward their situation, how did they present their views, and what were the
results of their judicial pleadings?6 The essay that follows offers a narrative of what happened to
the Vass slaves over a period of nearly three decades and an analysis of the meaning of that
narrative.
The slaves freed by Philip E. Vass's will included his two personal servants, Jacob, age about
twenty-one, Mary, age about forty-five, and four others cited only as the undivided servants in
his father's estate-Patsey or Patty, also about forty-five; Meriweather, described as a "Negro
Boy" worth $300, age about eleven; and Sam and Matilda. The ages of Sam and Matilda can
only be approximated from an 1832 inventory. Judging from their appraised values, Sam, cited
as a "Negro Man" worth $525, was probably in his late twenties or early thirties; Matilda, listed
as a "Negro Girl" worth $175, was probably about five or six. Despite their age difference, Jacob
and Mary were brother and sister. All six slaves were at one time owned by Vass's fadier, Philip
Vass the Elder.7
Philip E. Vass was relatively young when he died in 1832, only about forty, but he had already
accumulated a comfortable estate. In 1830, as reported in the census, he possessed sixteen slaves,
all of whom were under the age of twenty-four. Thus, the slaves Vass mentioned in his will were
only a relatively small portion of his holdings at the time of his death. Besides his own land and
slaves, his father, who died in 1825, left him a good deal of property, and his mother, who died
about 1830, bequeathed him $3,000 due her from a civil suit. "I give and bequeath all the balance
of my Estate of whatever nature or kind it be both real and personal," Elizabeth Vass wrote in
1828, "unto my well beloved Son Philip E. Vass and unto his heirs and assigns forever." As his
mother's executor, Vass posted a $12,000 bond.8
Shortly after Philip E. Vass died, the heirs of Philip Vass the Elder filed suit against his executor
for a division of his slaves, including those designated to be freed in the Philip E. Vass will. In
1832, the court ordered that fourteen of the elder Vass's former slaves be divided into four lots
worth $1,181 each. A lot went to each of the elder Vass's two daughters, Affiah Ewing, and her
husband George B. Ewing, and Sarah Womack, and her husband Edward Womack, and to the
estate of his late son James Vass, who had died unexpectedly a short time before. The fourth lot
went into the estate of Philip E. Vass, deceased, to be managed by Isaac Medley, who had
previously become executor of the estates of both Philip Vass the Elder and Philip E. Vass. The
fourth lot included Sam, Meriweather, Patsey, whose appraised valued stood at only $200, and
Matilda.9 Thus, within months after Philip E. Vass's death, the four slaves mentioned in his will
as "undivided Servants" belonging to his father's estate were in fact "divided" and placed in his
own estate.10
To make matters more complicated, the executor of the estate of James Vass filed suit to have
Philip E. Vass's will declared null and void. In such an event, the slaves to be freed would
become the residual property of the estate and go to various heirs, including the estate of James
Vass. The will was a fake and a fraud, James's executor declared at a session of the Halifax
County Superior Court of Law and Chancery, and it should not be accepted by the probate court.
"This day came the parties by their attorneys," the court record read, arguing back and forth,
questioning and cross-examining "Sundry Witnesses," seeking to advance their particular cause.

In the end, the court ruled that the will was authentic and ordered James's executor to pay the
court costs.11
Although Philip E. Vass had gone to great lengths to ensure that the slaves referred to in his will
would be emancipated to live independent lives in a new setting, when James Young attempted
to free them and set them up as independent farmers in North Carolina, he discovered he could
not do so because that state prohibited free blacks from entering.12 If he attempted to send them,
each freed person would face a fine of $500 and, if it were not paid, be "held in servitude not
more than 10 years."13
The Vass slaves, who were thus legally blocked from settling in North Carolina, were now under
the control of one of the wealthiest and most successful tobacco planters in Southside Virginia.
Executor of the Vass estate, Isaac Medley owned thousands of acres of land along the rivers and
streams of Halifax County-including Difficult, Terrible, Birch, Miry, and Polecat creeks, and on
both sides of the Dan River.14 In 1830, he possessed about seventy-five slaves, nearly half of
them either too young (under age ten) or too old (over age fifty-five) to labor as full hands.15
During the 1830s, he increased his acreage under cultivation and added to his slave labor force.
Still, among the 106 slaves he owned in 1840, a large percentage (nearly 52 percent) were either
too young or too old for arduous field labor. Such age groupings suggest that Medley was
anxious to maintain a stable work force and keep black families together rather than stocking his
plantation with "prime field hands" to produce a maximum profit.16
With all of the legal wrangling among various Vass heirs for a portion of the property, it was
difficult for Medley to stay out of court. Not only did he have to answer to the heirs of Philip
Vass the Elder, but he also had to come up with some plan concerning the slaves designated by
Philip E. Vass to be freed. His decision concerning Mary, Jacob, Patsey, Sam, Meriweather, and
Matilda was to monitor their activities and keep them in slavery until the matter of their
relocation could be resolved. He also decided to hold the two thousand dollars in abeyance and
give it to them when the court determined what should be done. Despite his substantial wealth,
Medley fretted about losing the substantial security bonds he had put up as executor and the
liability he might face for the market value of the slaves if he made a decision that was later
rescinded by the courts. Some years later, Medley noted that he had been a "near neighbor" and
friend of the elder Vass for "upward of thirty years." He was well acquainted with the slaves in
question. Over the years, he said, he had "never heard any charge against them of dishonesty or
bad behavior," and Jacob, who lived on his plantation for some eight years, was an extremely
"honest Man orderly and well behaved."17
Although Jacob and Mary lived on the Medley plantation, some of the other slaves were
periodically hired out to various farmers and planters in the area. In 1832, for example, Robert
Hurt hired Sam for part of the year. Medley paid the Vass estate $114 in the same year for his
own hire of Jacob and Mary. The record does not reveal exactly where the slaves lived after
Philip E. Vass's death, but it is clear that they remained in Halifax County.18 It is also clear that
a number of years passed before they were able to assert their rights under Virginia law.
Finally, in 1840, with the assistance of Richard Logan, a lawyer who had done work for the Vass
family as administrator without payment of the will of Elizabeth Vass, the six slaves petitioned

the Halifax County Superior Court of Law and Chancery for permission to sue for their freedom.
The slaves said they were entitled to their freedom under the last will and testament of Philip E.
Vass, who mentioned two of them by name and specified the other four as "Slaves belonging to
the estate of Philip Vass the Elder deed (the father of the said Philip E. Vass)." They argued that
Isaac Medley illegally held them in bondage and refused to permit them to register as free
persons. "Your petitioners being poor and unable to pay the Costs of prosecuting a suit for the
recovery of their freedom," the slaves concluded, "pray that your honor will permit them to sue
in forma pauperis [and] will assign them counsel and do whatever may be necessary to enable
them to initiate and Carry on their suit against the said Isaac Medley for the recovery of their
freedom."
"I have examined the facts and Circumstances on which the petitioners claim the right to
freedom which are Correctly Stated in the foregoing petition," Logan explained to William
Leigh, the superior court judge hearing the case, "and I am clearly of the opinion from these facts
that the Said petitioners are of right free persons and not slaves."19 Judge Leigh not only granted
the slaves permission to sue in forma pauperis but also assigned Logan as their permanent
counsel. The judge then outlined how they would proceed. The slaves would be permitted to
travel unhindered to the court clerk's office, file papers for the issuance of subpoenas, call
witnesses to offer testimony on their behalf, attend the depositions of those called before the
court, and be present at the trial to be held to decide their fate. In addition, Leigh added, "it is
ordered that their said Master [Medley] do not presume to beat or misuse them upon this
account."20 As a final act, Leigh instructed the clerk of the court to issue a subpoena. "The
Commonwealth of Virginia to the Sheriff of Halifax County Greeting," it began; "You are
hereby commanded to summon Isaac Medley exor of Philip E. Vass deed to appear before the
Judge of our Circuit Superior Court of Law and Chancery."21
In late April 1840, with Medley in the courtroom, the slaves brought their case before Judge
Leigh, arguing that they were entitled to their freedom and that they should receive the $2,000
set aside for their resettlement in North Carolina. They explained that several cases concerning
the estates of Philip Vass the Elder and Philip E. Vass had proceeded through the court. In 1839,
the court had ruled that both estates were debt free. It would therefore not be necessary to sell
any of them in order to pay creditors. They asked that they immediately be released from
bondage.22
It took Isaac Medley more than six weeks to respond. In June 1840, now in his late sixties,
Medley appeared once again before the Halifax County Superior Court of Law and Chancery. He
admitted that he was the executor of the wills of both Philip E. Vass and his old friend Philip
Vass the Elder, he admitted that in his will the elder Vass assigned some of the slaves in question
to his son, and he admitted that neither estate was encumbered by debt. Indeed, he continued, he
was more than willing to liberate the plaintiffs "provided that under a fair construction of the will
and all the specifications and provisional Conditions thereof" the slaves were entitled to their
freedom. According to members of the white Vass family, Medley reported, they were not, and if
he were to free them he would be liable for payment to the heirs as the six blacks would be part
of a residual legacy. He pointed out that four of the slaves were not mentioned by name in either
will and argued that Philip E. Vass died before a division could be made of his fathers estate. It
was not clear who should benefit from the provisions in the wills. He also noted that the laws of

North Carolina prohibited the entry of free blacks into that state. Consequently, he refused to
release the plaintiffs from servitude without "the sanction of some tribunal Competent to decide
upon their right to freedom."23
The laws under which the Vass slaves brought their "cause," as civil suits were called, stretched
back nearly half a century. In 1795, the Virginia General Assembly passed a statute giving
persons illegally detained as slaves the right to bring suit and be assigned counsel. In 1798,
another law prohibited persons belonging to emancipation societies from serving on juries in
such cases and stipulated that all such suits be tried immediately. The most comprehensive code
on the subject, entitled "Act of January 17, 1818-January 1, 1820," allowed any persons
believing themselves illegally detained as slaves to file a complaint against the person who
assumed ownership. Magistrates were required to issue a warrant summoning the presumed
owner to court so that he or she could answer the accusation. Defendants were commanded to
post security bonds "equal at least to the full value of such complainant" and were required to
appear before the next session of the superior, county, or corporation court. Plaintiffs without
funds could sue in forma pauperis, and the same strictness "as to form," one judicial decision
explained, "is not required in actions for freedom as in other cases." This meant that when such
an action was brought by a person for himself or herself as well as his or her children, the
criminal declaration of trespass and assault could be set aside.24 These were important statutes,
providing due process and protection for slaves suing for their freedom.25
It is true that the laws were designed to ensure the inviolability of property and to protect the
rights of slave owners, even in death, to dispose of their property as they saw fit. But the laws
also benefited the slaves. In the case of the Vass bondpeople, despite the arguments of Medley
and various Vass heirs, the slaves won a resounding victory. "This cause came on this day to be
heard on the bill answer & exhibits and was argued by Counsel on consideration whereof the
Court is of opinion that the plaintiffs were emancipated by the will of Philip E. Vass deed,"
Judge Leigh ruled on 12 April 1841, having considered the case for more than a year, "and doth
adjudge order and decree that the defendant do forthwith deliver to each of them a copy of the
will of the said Philip E. Vass deed, the instrument by which they are emancipated certified by
the Clerk of the Court of the County of Halifax and that he do cease any act of ownership or
authority over them."26
Seven and a half months later, in November 1841, three of the emancipated slaves-Jacob, Mary,
and Patsey-petitioned the Virginia General Assembly to become residents of the state. They had
been informed, they said, that emancipated slaves could not remain in Virginia more than one
year without a special act of the legislature permitting them to do so.27 Jacob, now about thirtythree, explained that his wife and three children were slaves. They were "endeared to him by the
most tender ties of affection," and he could not bear the thought of parting with them, even if it
meant losing his freedom. Mary, now fifty-five, said that she had "many near relations" in
slavery and was "verry desirous to remain with them the balance of the time she has to live."
Patsey, also in her mid-fifties, said she was "verry unwilling" to leave her husband, "who was
tender and kind to her." She, too, had slave children and slave relatives.28
The newly freed blacks even asked Isaac Medley to write them a recommendation. His response
revealed that despite their suit against him, he sympathized with their plight. In fact, in his

answer to their "bill of complaint," as their freedom suit was called, he went out of his way to
say that he had "no interest in the matter in Controversy" except as an executor. Consequently,
he consented to write the assembly on their behalf and commended them as persons of integrity
and good behavior. With Medley's recommendation attached to the petition, Jacob, Mary, and
Patsey asked for the passage of a private act exempting them from the 1806 law requiring
emancipated blacks to leave the state or face being seized by the sheriff and sold at public
auction.29
Not even the recommendation of a well-known slave owner swayed members of the General
Assembly, however. Five days after it was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary by Thomas
Watkins, the representative from Halifax County, the petition was rejected.30 It now appeared
that the Vass slaves had only one option if they wished to enjoy the fruits of freedom: they would
have to leave the land of their birth and journey to the North. Patsey, for one, however, could not
bear the thought of leaving her husband and slave children. She had lived with her husband, free
black shoemaker Terry Daniel, for many years. Their children, now adults, lived in the
neighborhood. Moreover, her husband made a good living mending and fashioning boots and
shoes; he was well thought of by his customers and had a good reputation.31 Reciting these
facts, she presented her own petition:
To the General Assembly of Virginia: Respectfully sheweth your Petitioner, Patty Daniel,
residing at Halifax Court-House, Virginia; That she is a woman of color and was formerly a
slave, the property of Philip E. Vass of the said County, who died ... some twelve years ago,
having emancipated her, with several other slaves, in his will; that the validity of the will was
contested in a suit brought in the Superior Court of Chancery for the said county, which suit
remained undecided until last October twelve months, when a decree was made, pronouncing the
will valid & the slaves free; that all the slaves included in such decree have since obtained their
free-papers & removed out of the state, but except your petitioner, who has continued to reside
where she did when the decree was made.
She had always lived in Halifax County, she concluded, and wished to remain "where she has
lived so long and where she enjoys the society of her husband and her children."32
Although almost all the facts she presented in her petition were true and accurate, Patsey Daniel
lied when she said the other manumitted slaves had "removed out of the state." Indeed, like
Patsey, they had remained in Halifax County, subject to possible arrest and reenslavement.
Instead of seeking the endorsement of a single slave owner, Daniel solicited the support of
fourteen whites, including James Young and several others from Halifax County. "We the
undersigned do certify that we are well acquainted with the petitioner and her husband and that
all the facts stated in the above petition are true to the best of our knowledge and belief; and
consequently, we do heartily unite in petitioning your honorable body, in her behalf, to grant her
the liberty desired." It seems doubtful that some of those who endorsed her petition did not know
that the other former Vass slaves were still living in the area in defiance of the law. They felt
little compunction about signing a document to the legislature containing such a falsehood. But
neither Patsey Daniel's heartfelt plea nor the support of local whites made any difference. The
request was rejected in exactly the same manner as the previous plea she and the others had
submitted. It too was sent to the Committee on the Judiciary and within a few days rejected,
almost exactly one year after their original petition had met a similar fate.33

Meanwhile, several heirs of the estate of Philip E. Vass, including three of his sisters-Apphia
Ewing, Mary Boyd, and Elizabeth Shepherd-along with two of their husbands, sued Isaac
Medley for his failure to pay them interest on the funds he held belonging to the estate. It was
their brother's wish that the funds that belonged to his estate, after the final settlement of his
debts, should be put out at lawful interest for the benefit of the legatees. The funds included the
two thousand dollars designated for the resettlement of the freed slaves. Now that it was clear
that the blacks could not immigrate to North Carolina, they said, "the appropriations before
referred to, for the settlement of said emancipated slaves are nugatory & void & cannot be
carried into effect and the said appropriations must fall into the residuum of the said estate." In
short, they demanded the two thousand dollars as well as "past and accruing interest on the
same."
Again, Judge William Leigh listened attentively to the different arguments. There was little
doubt, he thought, that the women should receive the interest on a portion of the funds held by
Vass's executor. Indeed, Leigh ordered that Medley pay the Ewings nearly $140, including an
additional sum of $36 "being one fourth of the amount of interest which has accrued upon the
funds" during a one-year period. But he refused to accept their argument about the two thousand
dollars. It was not clear to him that this money should not go to the emancipated slaves, even
though they could not move to North Carolina. In the interim, Leigh ordered a commissioner to
investigate a number of issues concerning the Vass slaves and report back to the court. How
much money did Medley receive from the hire of the slaves between the time the testator died
and the emancipation of the slaves? What did Medley do with the slaves who were not hired out
during this period? Did he permit some of the slaves to live with whites without requesting hiring
contracts? Did he permit some of the slaves "to have the benefit of their own labor"? These
questions should be answered, Leigh surmised, before Medley could submit an accurate account
of the estate's cash on hand.34
The former slaves, of course, were in a quandary. If they remained in Halifax County much
longer, they faced the possibility of reenslavement, despite their white allies; if they attempted to
enter North Carolina, they would most likely be captured and cast back into slavery; if they
migrated to the North, they would be forced to leave their loved ones and probably never see
them again. One solution might have been to seek special permission to enter North Carolina. If
a special license were issued allowing them to enter that state, they could use the two thousand
dollars to purchase farmland and build a farmhouse. Their plan was to move to Rockingham
County, North Carolina, just across the state line and about fifty miles southwest of Halifax
Court House. The two counties nearly touched, each on the border of their respective states and
separated by only a few miles east to west. In short, they would be only one county away from
loved ones and friends. Although it would be dangerous and illegal, they planned to move back
and forth across the state line to visit those they left behind.
Consequently, in December 1844, with the assistance of lawyer Richard Logan and their old
friend James Young, five of the former Vass slavesJacob, Mary, Patsey, Meriweather, and
Matilda-petitioned the North Carolina General Assembly for permission to enter the state and
claim their inheritance. By this time, the sixth slave, Sam, had died. "They therefore cast
themselves on the indulgence of your Honourable body," they explained, "and humbly entreat

that the benevolent intentions of their former master towards them may be suffered to be carried
into execution by removing the restrictions which now prevent their availing themselves of all
the benefits of the provision made for them by his will."35 The members of the North Carolina
General Assembly Committee on Propositions and Grievances had a thick packet of documents
to sift through: copies of trial transcripts, court orders, judge's decrees, along with a copy of
Philip E. Vass's will. It quickly became apparent to them that they had neither the time nor
inclination to evaluate this "strange and unprecedented" request. The committee chairman soon
asked that they be released from considering the matter. Thus, as was the case with their pleas to
the Virginia lawmakers, the former Vass slaves' request fell on deaf ears.36
While the former Vass slaves were struggling to secure their freedom and obtain their
inheritance, members of the white Vass family fell on hard times. The property from the two
estates, although substantial in the whole, had been distributed among many relatives. Each
recipient received modest amounts of cash (from the sale of lands) and a few personal items, and
Philip E. Vass's three sisters received only a few slaves each, some of them children. The suit
that the three sisters filed against Isaac Medley to secure the modest interest payments from
estate funds revealed a measure of desperation. In addition, losing the freedom suit deprived the
estate of a potentially large sum of money. Even after Sam's death, the appraised value of the
five remaining slaves, considering the appreciation in prices during the 1830s, would have been
considerable. To make matters worse, the heirs were forced to pay court costs and lawyers'
fees.37
Among those who suffered the most was Sarah L. Womack, Philip E. Vass's sister, who lost
most of her land and slaves to her husband. At the time of her marriage in 1827 she lived "in
easy and Comfortable Circumstances having property real and personal of considerable value."
She owned fourteen "likely and Valuable slaves," a tract of land in Halifax County, and some
lots in the town of Danville. Upon taking her marriage vows, however, this property went to her
husband, Edward Womack, who soon began selling off her land and slaves.38 "Mr Womack
Sold my little yellow girl [Elvira] Friday Morning" to New Orleans slave trader Thomas
McCargo for eight hundred dollars, Sarah wrote in 1836, "which Almost broke my poor
heart."39 Her husband furthered her misery when he "Commenced a System of harsh Cruel &
abusive treatment."40 On a number of occasions, he whipped and beat her and on another
threatened to take her life. He also brought another woman into their home and lived with her "in
open adultery." About 1836, he drove her out of the house and told her never to return. For the
next several years, she wandered about from place to place, living with neighbors and friends
and making out as best she could.41 When Sarah arrived at the Medley plantation in 1840 for an
extended stay, Medley said she was "in a delicate state of health and destitute of almost every
comfort." In 1841, she filed for divorce.42
Sarah's plight symbolized the decline of the white Vass family. Ironically, the five former Vass
slaves were achieving their major goal of remaining with loved ones. Despite the constant
possibility of reenslavement, they remained in Halifax County. It was common knowledge
among whites that they did not have special permission from the legislature to stay in Virginia,
yet they were able to go about their business with little interference from local residents. They
lived with their slave families-husbands, wives, children, other kin-and were not listed in the
United States Census among the few hundred free persons of color in the county (compared with

more than 14,000 slaves and nearly 20,000 whites).43 Nor were they listed, as required by law,
in the county's register of free blacks.44
It would have been extremely difficult for them to have remained as illegal residents without the
acquiescence and protection of whites. Their staunchest advocate and supporter was James
Young, who accepted his responsibilities, as outlined by Philip E. Vass, with dedication and
loyalty. By 1850, the fifty-eight-year-old Young was a prosperous merchant who owned real
estate valued at $6,000 and possessed twenty-eight slaves, although their value was lessened by
the fact that half of them were children under twelve. He also owned a 610-acre farm and
produced 2,000 pounds of tobacco. Unlike earlier times, when he lived alone with his slaves, he
now resided with four other whites, including fourteen-year-old John Young, who was attending
school, and a twenty-one-year-old overseer.45
In 1850, with James Young as a court-appointed trustee to look after their interests, Jacob,
Patsey, Meriweather, Mary, and Matilda filed a new suit to obtain their legacy of two thousand
dollars. When the Halifax County Superior Court of Law and Chancery finally ruled against
them, again with Young and lawyer Richard Logan offering assistance, they appealed to "a
special court of Appeals in the State Courthouse in Richmond." They argued that the legacy
should not become part of the residuary estate, thus going to the white Vass heirs, because it was
designated specifically to pay for the relocation of the freed slaves. It was nearly five years
before the case was decided. On 16 January 1855, Judge Lucas Powell Thompson, known for his
erudition and "purity as a judge," agreed.46 He said he had carefully read the transcript and
reviewed the arguments of counsel for both sides. He believed the judge of the lower court erred
and that his decision should be "reversed and annulled." He ordered the appellee, Medley, to pay
the appellants' court costs and remanded the case to the lower court for final disposition.
Thompson admonished the judge of the Superior Court in Halifax County to make sure the
inheritance went to the former slaves.47
By the early 1850s, the seventy-eight-year-old Medley had become one of the richest slave
owners in the entire state of Virginia, owning 120 blacks and plantation lands and other real
estate worth $42,000, a huge sum at the time. Among the 55,063 slaveholders in Virginia, only
116 owned more than one hundred blacks, putting Medley in the top two-tenths of one percent
among Virginia owners. In addition, he had already begun to give away some of his slaves as
gifts to future heirs. As a member of the planter aristocracy, he hired his own private physician,
who lived with him on his plantation. Also living with him was his forty-year-old son, Isaac
Medley, Jr., who owned fifteen slaves in his own right and acted as his father's overseer.48
It was now nearly a quarter century since Philip E. Vass's death and more than a decade since the
Vass slaves had obtained their freedom. During this period, Jacob, Mary, Sam (before his death),
Patsey, Matilda, and Meriweather presented their arguments to two state legislatures, the Halifax
County Superior Court, and the Court of Appeals in Richmond. Their single goal was to remain
with loved ones in the region of their birth.
In this endeavor, they were remarkably successful. With the assistance of two white men, they
used the legal system to their advantage again and again, filing suits against one of the richest
slave owners in the state and appealing lower court verdicts all the way to the state's highest
courts. There is no evidence that either Logan or Young had any special grievance against Isaac

Medley, Sr., nor is there any evidence that Medley felt any hostility toward the Vass slaves.
Indeed, the evidence suggests just the opposite, that he sympathized with their plight and even
assisted them during the eight years he held them in slavery.
Of course, the Vass slaves could not have remained with their families or maintained their
residency in Virginia without the assistance of whites. Nor could they have accomplished their
goal without using the laws designed to protect how slave owners could dispose of their human
chattel. But whatever the means, as slaves, and later as free blacks without residency status, they
remained with their loved ones. Two of the former slaves, Mary and Patsey, were now
approaching seventy, while Jacob was in his mid-forties, and Meriweather and Matilda were in
their thirties. The kinship and friendship ties they had established among slaves and free blacks
in Halifax County had only deepened over the years.
It was ironic that the victory of the former Vass slaves in the Richmond appeals court brought
about their final defeat. In providing a blueprint for the circuit court to follow in disposing of the
case, Judge Thompson ordered the lower court to appoint a group of commissioners to decide
whether the blacks should "be removed to and settled in some of the states of the Union or
emigrate from the United States and settle in the Colony or Commonwealth of Liberia." The sum
of two thousand dollars, with interest, should be turned over to James Young, or a newly
appointed trustee, for the "use and benefit of the legatees or such of them as may elect to leave
the state in defraying all necessary expenses including extra costs of suits in county and circuit
courts or court of appeals and the expenses of their removal to the place of their election." The
fears the former Vass slaves had dealt with for so many years had finally come to fruition. If they
elected to remain in Virginia, they would be put on the auction block and sold. True, they might
be sold to area residents, but more profit could be derived if they were auctioned off to slave
traders and transported to sugar and cotton plantations of the Lower Mississippi River Valley.49
Even under these circumstances, they were able to linger in the county for some time. In 1855,
James Medley, who, following his fathers death became the administrator of the Estate of Philip
E. Vass, reported that on 1 October 1855 he had $4,783.52 cash on hand, including $2,000
"willed for Emancipation of Slaves," $2,700 "Interest to date on $2000," $47 interest to be paid
on $4,700 between October 1855 and December 1855, and interest on the $2,747 between 5
December 1855 and 27 February 1856, amounting to $36.52 for a total of $4,783.52. In
December 1856, as directed by the court, Medley turned over the $4,783.52 (minus $44.35 due
the estate) to trustee James Young for the benefit of the emancipated slaves.50 In 1858, the court
issued an order for the "Vass P. E Slaves" to register as free persons of color as required by law.
Four of the original six slaves-Jacob, Mary, Meriweather, and Matilda-along with two others,
Harriet Matilda and Peter, did in fact register as directed along with five whites who acted as
their "protectors."51 It was not until the following year that the former Vass slaves remaining in
Halifax, fearful of the atmosphere of violence as the sectional crisis reached its peak, reluctantly
gathered their meager belongings together and departed for the North. They also received the
$2,000 promised them so many years before, although the trustee kept the large amount of
interest in his hands for their benefit in the future.52
In some ways the Vass case was unique, spanning nearly three decades before the Civil War and
containing a half-dozen petitions and other important documents. But the Vass slaves were by no

means the only African Americans who tested the local court system in Virginia. As a recent
study of Prince Edward County reveals, slaves and free persons of color filed petitions on a
number of occasions.53
By the late 1850s it appeared as though the Vass case had finally come to an end. The freed
slaves, more rooted than ever in Virginia, were forced to leave the place they had called home
for so many decades. But the case was not over. On the eve of the Civil War, in 1860, Philip P.
Vass and Emiley B. Haden, a nephew and niece of Phillip E. Vass, petitioned the state
legislature. Many years before, they wrote, their uncle had "emancipated a large number of
Slaves and directed that his real estate Should be Sold and the proceeds to be vested in other
lands in an other state for the use and bennifit of the aforesaid emancipated slaves." The nephew
and niece traced the history of the legal dispute, the various conflicts over Vass's will, the final
judgment of the appeals court, and noted that, as a result, "the Negroes were carried to the state
of Ohio."54 "One of these said Negroes, whose name is Meriweather, has returned to Halifax
County," they argued, and by so doing he has forfeited his claims to freedom. As they were in
indigent circumstances, and lawful heirs of Philip E. Vass, they asked that Meriweather be
turned over to them as their slave.55
Having returned to visit his slave wife Nicey and their eleven-year-old daughter Sophia,
Meriweather Vass escaped reenslavement with the assistance of James Young, who loaned him a
small amount of money, and Richard Logan, who kept him out of jail.56 Within a few years, of
course, such cases would become moot, as the Civil War would end the system of slavery in the
South. But the Vass case is instructive for a number of reasons. It reminds us of the fragile nature
of freedom, even for those designated as "free persons of color." Even under the best
circumstances, freed slaves stood on the edge of an abyss with a very real possibility of being
pulled back into bondage. The case also shows us once again that some slaves were able to avoid
this fate by taking laws and regulations designed to control them and using them to obtain certain
rights and privileges. It emphasizes as well that for most slave-owning families, the loss of slave
property through emancipation could mean the loss of a substantial portion of an inheritance.
Heirs were often willing to wage lengthy legal battles to regain possession of manumitted slaves.
And the case confirms what historians have known for many years: family ties among African
Americans were so strong that some were willing to sacrifice their freedom to be with loved
ones.
The struggles of the Vass slaves is suggestive of other themes that are less obvious. Although it
cannot be denied that the attitudes and fears of whites in Virginia and the South changed
following the Nat Turner revolt and that by the 1850s the bitter sectional controversy had
hardened racial attitudes, the Vass slaves continued to press their cause in the local court of
Halifax County with successful results. In this way they were not unlike many other manumitted
slaves, both before and after the Turner revolt, who brought their cases to local courts in
Virginia. Indeed, one student of the question suggests that by the eve of the Civil War about one
out of four free blacks in the state was either manumitted after 1806, or was the descendant of
such freed slaves, and thus, like the Vass slaves, an illegal resident.57 These free blacks also
relied on the assistance of sympathetic whites, obtaining white protectors in order to remain in
their communities against the law.58 The continuation, even growth, of this group stands in
contrast to the prevailing political and sectional conflicts and the publically expressed anti-free

black sentiments. The Vass case thus demonstrates that the personal loyalty or sympathy some
whites felt toward privileged slaves remained largely unaffected by the political and sectional
turmoil.
But perhaps more importantly, the case affirms that what occurred at the appellate level in the
southern court system was also occurring at the county court level. Legal scholars, including A.
E. Keir Nash, Daniel Flanigan, Thomas D. Morris, Timothy Huebner, and Andrew Fede, have
noted how appellate judges upheld statutory protections of slaves' "rights." There is, however,
very little local examination of this subject. Ironically, the motives of the whites involved in this
case are more obscure than the motives of the slaves, but it is clear that the willingness of Circuit
Superior Court Judge William Leigh to adhere to the principles of justice and equity, and what
might be termed "legal formalism," was striking. He was elected by the people of the Third
Judicial District and the legislature and served more than a quarter century. He sought to protect
the rights of the Vass slaves while considering the property grievances of various heirs. His
decrees were certainly not in harmony with the attitudes of various members of either the
Virginia or the North Carolina general assemblies, as both bodies rejected petitions presented by
the Vass slaves after they became free. Indeed, Leigh's decrees were more favorable to the slaves
and former slaves than they were to the members of a once-prosperous white family.
Why did lawyer Richard Logan and trustee James Young remain so committed to assisting the
six, then five slaves, as they struggled to gain their freedom and remain in Halifax County?
Indeed, why were the slaves singled out in the first place to be manumitted? It appears that the
adult slaves in question at the time of Philip E. Vass's death were industrious, hard working, and
loyal, among the favorites of his deceased father and himself. The slaves were described in
contemporary records as "Negro" rather than "mulatto" or "mixed." Though this designation did
not preclude their being persons of mixed racial origin, and perhaps related to members of the
white Vass family, the designation "Negro" usually meant black. In addition, Meriweather was
listed in the census as black. Thus, it seems that they were manumitted because of their character
rather than white ancestry. Once the will had been written, Logan and Young felt obliged to
adhere to its instructions, as did Isaac Medley, who as executor remained determined to protect
the estate. It seems doubtful they could have proceeded along the paths they did without a
measure of admiration for the slaves involved. But they were mainly concerned about the wishes
of the testator, Philip E. Vass, and how he wanted to dispose of his property.
Thus, in the midst of post-Turner fears and anxiety about possible slave revolts, the Vass slaves
submitted their remonstrances, and their case wound its way through the local court in Halifax
over a period of many years. The main issues were not the humanity of the slaves involved, their
character, or their desire to remain in the South, but were ones of property and law. Those who
supported the freedom of the Vass slaves did not adhere to any antislavery rhetoric or principles
of abolitionism. Indeed, such views were abhorrent to the slaveholders who defended the rights
of these slaves. It was the rule of law that triumphed in this case over the greed and
acquisitiveness of a declining white family. The local judicial process, while fraught with
pitfalls, was on the whole balanced and equitable. Of course, the rule of law did not harm the
interests of slavery or slaveholders. Indeed, upholding such legal norms with regard to slaves
might even have helped pro-slavery southerners defend the morality of their peculiar institution
against the onslaught of virulent attacks from northern abolitionists.
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